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Astrophysicists 
understand 4% 
of the universe



The rest of the 
universe … is 

dark.







Our Excuses



Brief Glimpse! 
Brief Glimpse!

No Help! 

Warped 
Messages! 

Hard To See! 

Limited Travel! 





Invents General 
Theory of Relativity

First to understand 
gravity

Had deep intuition 
how universe works



Credit: Our Universe Visualized



Einstein thought universe should be static and 
unchanging. 

To avoid collapse, realized gravity of empty space 
could be repulsive.  

Stuck in a “cosmological constant” - a fudge factor 
in his equations to be like an  

anti-gravity of all space. 



This was or wasn’t one of 
Einstein’s best decisions, but to 

decide, we need to know  
some physics.



Standard Candles are our rulers.



Redshifts tell us how objects are 
moving away from us.



Speed of light is finite.

Looking back in space is 
looking back in time.



Edwin P. Hubble



• 1917 PhD at 
University of 
Chicago! 

• Had best 
telescope to use.  

• Loved Hollywood 
celebrities and 
cats.

Edwin P. Hubble



• Worked on 
cepheids - 
pulsating stars 

• Period tied to 
brightness

Edwin P. Hubble
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Us.



Smelly Guy at Party



Zombies



Electric Slide



Raisins in Rising Bread



Us.

The universe is expanding!



Einstein hears about Hubble’s result, visits him.



I’VE  MADE  A 

HUGE MISTAKE



If universe is expanding,

this means it must have had 
a beginning.



So did the universe have a 
beginning?

Arno Penzias and 
Bob Wilson, Bell 
Lab technicians 

worked on 
microwave 

antenna 

found a “hiss” in 
all directions, 100x 

bigger than 
expected. 



The origin of the Universe was found by two guys from the  
phone company in New Jersey (take that Comcast!)

Princeton theorists Dicke, Peebles, Roll and Wilkinson realized this “Static” was of 
exactly the right properties to be the radiation left from the Big Bang!



~1% of the 
Static on your old TV is 
the radiation left over 
from the Big Bang! 



What does it mean that 
the universe is 
expanding?



Universe is infinite

Universe is finite

If universe is infinite,  
what is infinity+1?

Observable Universe
Observable Universe



Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar 
Professor at University of Chicago 

Realized a new standard candle:  
Type Ia Supernova





The gold and platinum in rings were made in supernovae! 



Supernova Talia 
Discovered 2/9/2015

Source: HST Frontier 
Fields Program 



Riess et al. looked at galaxies  
further back in time than 
Hubble.  

They found supernovae are 
fainter than they should be if the 
universe is simply expanding.



Nega%ve'Mass?%%

Actually%the%first%indica3on%of%
the%discovery!%

This%nega3ve%sign%means%a%
nega3ve%decelera3on%(q0<0)%
which'means'accelera%on!%

Adam’s%Lab%book,%Key%Page,%Fall%1997:%

This%nega3ve%sign%represents%70%%of%Universe!%



The form of energy that was causing this accelerated 
expansion was called ‘dark energy’ (coined by 

Michael Turner, a University of Chicago professor)



I’VE  MADE  A 

HUGE MISTAKE





Successful PhD Candidate Dan Scolnic is congratulated by 
advisor (L) at Johns Hopkins University.



Dark Energy
70%

Dark Matter
26%

Atoms
4%



Dark Energy
70%

Dark Matter
26%

Atoms
4%

Vera Rubin



Ok, so what is the 
cosmological constant?





The Dark Energy Survey



Credit: NASA, Fruchter



How strong dark energy is will 
determine fate of universe.. 



Credit: The Universe : Beyond the Big Bang 

The End.


